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Legendary role
Reputation of student actor stems from his talent and versatilit y
By BEVERLY BOND
A friend once remarked that
Steve Mathews is "nothing short.
of a legend in the theatre
depart ment." And that may very
well be so.
Certainly any Western theater·
goer would agree t hat he is one of
the most versatile actors on
campus.
His versatility stems from
talent. And that talent has
earned him the reputation of
being able to attract some

audience members to a show
simply because the name "Steve
Mathews" appears on the cast
list.
He has played everything from
comedy to tragedy to romance.
And, what's more, his roles have
been anythirtg but one-liners.
In the past year. Mathews has
played Romeo in .. Romeo and
Juliet," Thomas Mendip (leading
role ) in " The Lady 's Not For
Burning" and Og. the lepre·
chaun. in "Finian's Rain bow."
He also has been in "An Italian

Straw Hat," "Butterflies Are
Free," "Lion in Winter," "Stop
the World, I Want to Get Off"
and "Hello Dolly," among other
product ions .
But soon a new chapter will
open in his career, for Mathews, a
senior from Bardstown , has been
accepled for a year's study at the
Drama Studio of London (which
boasts John Gielgud as one of its
patrons).
The studio, according to
Mathews, '"takes the unprofes·
sional student to prepare him for

~ Co ntinued

to Page 3-

A king , nd his kingdom. A gener3i and his ,rmy.
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London. Tucker also directs
plays at. t he Drama Studio of
London during the academic
year.
Mathews said he was '"really
surprised" to learn that acting in
the show could count as an
audition. Naturally the lure of
London was great, but Mathews
told Tucker it would have to wait
a year, because " when I start
something I like to finish it."
Classes at t.he studio focu s on

A tale of two roommates
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professional experience." Enroll·
ment of the institution is around
60, Mathews said, and st.udents
come from a ll over Great Britain
HS well as from former British
colonies.
Admission to the school
requires an audition, but. that
did not pose a problem for the
actor. Mathews auditioned a year
ago t.hrough his performance in
'"Romeo and Juliet."
That campus production was
directed by Patrick Tucker of the
Itoyal Shakespeare Company in

WEST ERN KY. UN IVERSITY, BOWLING GREEN

The tale is one of Poland H,II roommates who pO$!-ess rither Unique hobbies. D,nny Wuner ,nd Willi,m Cardwell, bo th from Henderson, each
have esubUshed themselves in the world of polltiul and milituy dynut·
ies.
W,rner Is the creuor of a mythical kingdom ,nd Cardwell the commander
of, fleet of unks and miliury equipment. Their stories are on P,ge 7.

Council to consider
revised drop policy
By TERESA MEARS
Academic Council will give a
second reading Thursday to a
proposal to decrease the time in
which a student can drop a course
without penalty.
The new proposal would permit
a student to drop a course with a
grade of " W" through the fourth
week of class.
Students then would be
permitted to drop a course with a
grade of "WP" or "WF" through
t he first bi·t.erm or the eighth
week of class.
According to the proposal.
students dropping a course after
the first bi·term would receive an
automatic " F ," except in cases of
extenuating
circumstances,
which would be determined by
the individual instructor.
Dr. Raymond Cravens. vice·
president for academic affairs
and Academic Council chairman,
said that altho ugh amendments
may be offered to alter the
proposal, a "pretty substantial
majority" of council members
favor the four·week limit. He said
the proposal " will probably
pass."
If passed , the proposal would
go into effect the fall semester of
1976.
The present policy, which was
approved
by
Academic
Council in the s ummer of 1973,
allows a student to drop a course
with a "W" through the 10th
week of class and a "WP" or
"WF" th rough the 14th week.
Dr. Ronald Nash, head of the
philosophy and religion depart·
ment and a member of Academic
Council, favors the proposed
change.

"I thi nk it's a fantastic idea
that. should have been adopted
years ago," Nash said. "A great
deal of grade inflation would
never have happened.
"A lot of students have the
feeling that the faculty are trying
to pass a measure that will
penalize the student," he said.
"If students would reflect on
it, (they would see that) this
would be to their advantage.
" Under t he present syst.em ,
the student has no real incentive
to work hard because he can
always bail out.
,. People are turning fou r·year
programs into five' and six·year
programs, " Nash said, because
they "keep fooling around."
Cravens said that although he
"personally would favor a longer
period " than the four weeks
proposed, the present policy
"encourages giving up, which is
not a wholesome thing.
"Many faculty members feel
that 10 weeks is just too long,"
Cravens said. '"It permits the
student to make an easy decision
to get out."
The Scholastic Regulations
Comm itLee of the council, headed
by Dr. Wilburn J ones. was as ked
to study the d rop policy in
September at the recom menda·
tion of a faculty member.
The original proposal s ubmit·
ted by the committee recom'
mended that studen ts with fewer
than 30 hours attempted be
permitted to drop a course with a
grade of "W " through the eighth
week of class.
Students with 30 or more hours
attempted could drop a class
-Continued to Page 2 -

-JIm Burton

Ear-piercing
Monday's blood drive, in conjunction with Greek Week, produced many groans and
grimaces from donors. Bridgett Evans. a senior from Bowling Green, grits her teeth as
senior Dave Wurts of Alexandria takes a sample from her ear to test the iron content
of her blood. More than 360 pints of blood were collected.

Faculty senate plans in final stages
By RICHARD HALICKS
Nearly seven months of
planning for a faculty senate at
Western is reac hing its final
stages, and the organization may
become operational before the
end of the semester.
The last officia l action on the
faculty senat.e.,eame in February
when the Board of Regents
appointed a
comm ittee
to
,evaluate a proposal made to t he

board
by
President
Dero
Downing.
The proposal was drawn up by
a 16·member faculty participa·
tion committee, appointed by
Downing to explore the senate
idea in September.
The
regents '
committee,
chaired by faculty regent Dr.
William Buckman, met for the
first time before s pring break,
and Buckman thinks the group
will be ready to submit its

findings to the board at the
regents' April 24 meeting.
Aside from some relatively
minor issues, Buckman said the
regents apparently are amenable
to
the
senate,
and
t he
organization should receive the
board's nod at t he April meeting.
Three other regents. J. David
Cole, Dr. Chalmer Embry and
St.eve Henry, plus t wo faculty
- Continued to Page 2 -
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Council to revamp withdrawal policy
. "W" on the grounds that many
instructors don't give a test
within the first four weeks of
class.
Cravens said that he feels there
is a "serious question about a
student's ability to make a
decision if there is not a test"
within the first four weeks.

- Conti nued from Page 1with a grade of .oW" through the
first four weeks and all students
could drop a course with a grade
of "WP" or "WF" through the
12th week of class.
The members of the council
amended the proposal to make it.
unifonn for all students and to
shorten the length of time a
studcnt could withdraw fro m a
class wit.h a "WP" or "WF" to
eight weeks.

He said he feels that the
proposal "has some unfairncss to
students, The advan tage is
whether or not the professor
gives timely tests," he said.
Cravens said that he would like
to see consideration given to
removing the negative effects of

The student representatives to
the council opposed the four-week
limit for dropping a class with a

t he "WF," permitting students
to take a "WP" or "WF" without
affecting
their
grade-point
standing.
The
present
policy was
adopt.ed in 1973 in lieu of an
"academic bankruptcy" policy
that would pennit students to
wipe out. course grades for a
whole semester and start again,
according to Cravens.
P resent policy now allows t he
student to repeat 24 hours or
eight courses in which he has
earned a grade of "D," "F" or
"WF," using only the second
grade to compute the grade·point
standing,

•

WE HAVE M OVED !

Committee studies senate eligibility
Come see us at our new location
- Continued (rom Page 1members. Dr. Jim Davis and Dr.
Delbert. Hayden , also are on the
commit.tee.
Cole, at t he group's March 4
meeting, said he would "like t.o
see (the senate proposal) adopt.ed
by May."
The committee's major points
of discussion included eligibility
for the senate. staggered tenns
for senators and the question of
where the organization's report
on a briven issue would go.
Buckman raised the issue of
eligibility, asking for a definition
of a faculty member.
"I don't think we've ever

defined what a fa cul ty member is .
I would like the senate to be
confined to just those involved in
teaching and research," Buck·
man said.
The
facu lty
participation
committee's proposal recommended that the senate include a
representative from each of the
university's 38 departments,
with senators from each of the
colleges and some representatives at large, The senate would
involve between 50 and 60
persons, according
to
the
proposal.
The plan also suggested that
the senate's stand on a given
issue would go from the senate

chairma n to Downing, who in
turn would submit it to t.he
regents as a part of his personal
report..
Cole, however, said he would
prefer that the senate's report be
submitted in full to board, if the
senate's stand on an issue were
different from Downing's ,

at 724 Broadway (E. 12th St.)
Your headquarters for the finest
in bicycles and backpacking.

Buckman told the Herald this
week that the committee will
meet at least one mo re time
before it submits its recommen·
dations to the board.
Hayden and Davis acted as
co-chairmen of the faculty
participation committee,

1st Anniversary Special
25¢ off any Meat and Cheese Sandwich

Come over to Uncle And y 's and help
us celebra te our 1st anniversary at
Western t omorrow. All day Wednesday we will give 25c off any Meat
and Cheese Sandwich.

Fastest Service in Town for the Best Sandwich

1338 Center St.

781-8680

724 Broadway
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Actor anticipates 'challenge' of study in London
-Continued from P age 1-

fencing, voice, improvisat.ions,
character study and scene st.udy.
In addition , students are divided
into sections to produce plays.
For Mathews. the best aspect
of study in London is that he can
"be around serious people .... (ln .
America. theater is) personality
and pizzazz. To the English, it
seems to be something mo re of a
craft. 1'hey put a lot more
emphasis on t raining. A lot of
training helps anywhere," he
said. .
In looking ahead, Mathews
said the year in London will be
"very much a challenge. I'm not
afraid to go thinking I can't
handle the situation .... lt is scary
though ... lknowing that) however
it turns out decides whether .1'11
go into acting full·time or not. .
"I have to learn a great
deaL.to the point where I can
compete with professionals round
me... l 've always believed you
should try to learn and improve
and grow in your own time, at
your own speed. But. there has to
come a point where you must

Steve Mathews portrays Og, the leprechaun, in a recent
production of "Finian's Rainbow" here.
compare yourself with others
around you."
As a sort of preparation for
London, Mathews went to
Chicago last summer to try his
luck. At Western, he said, actors
are "in the security nest of the
department. There's always a

STRING ALONG WITH US
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¥ FOLKCRAFTS
729 Chestnut

842-6232

Moving? Check out
the REEF apartments.
c:hod<
"thPrive.... _ ..
Come
out "'" REEF ~.
Sts.• and the LODGE apattm81lb, Topmiiler
al.irJes
one-bedroom apartments, we 'Offer new, modem, fulty·
furnished apartments. They are locatad close to campa Md
many other conveniences. Call 842·3296 or 843-1088 for
more info rmation, 9 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m.
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place for you ... lbut leaving
school) is more or less of a
shock."
In Chicago, his luck was good.
He played a part in an
educational film, and was offered
parts in a couple of plays. But the
bulk of his summer was spent
studying dance.

One day Mathews walked into
the tramlng school for the
Chicago Ballet. A couple of weeks
later, he was studying there six
to eight hours a day - on a full
scholarship.
Theater remains Mathews'
first attraction. "J like it
basically as an artistic thing... the
power t hat can be brought about.
_I t's like creating a slice of life.
" I like all (character) types. You
(an actor) want t.he parts that are
most exciting.
In portraying a character "you
let t he lines take you in a certain
direction, a certain thought ... You
have to find out every meaning in
the line. You go for the truth of a
character," Mathews said.
"Eventually these things start
to become second nature. You
learn to work in greater detail so
that your characters are not large
splotches. That lakes a lot of
training~o r at least it does for
me."
And maybe the future training
in LonQon is_an iml?Ortant step in
getting to where Mathews wants
to go. But in coming to his
present station, . he has had

relatively little background.
It was not until his junior year
in high school that, in a speech
class, Mathews read his first
play. Tennessee Williams' "A
Streetcar Named Desire." "I
wanted to be an actor from that
point on," he said.
From t hat point on, Mathews
has come a long way. A leading
actor at Westem. Chicago.
London. Those are no small
accomplishments for anyone.
But for someone who never
read a play until the 11th grade,
they are... almost legendary.
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Opinion

New drop policy should place limit on number, not time
For the past several months
Western 's class drop policy has been
under close scrutiny, and debate is
likely to be rather intense Thursday
when Academic Council gives the
matter its attention.
Academic Council on Feb . 19 gave
first-reading approval to a proposal
that would reduce to four weeks the
amount of time a student would have
to withdraw from a class with a "W."
The proposal also cuts the time to
withdraw with a "WP" or " WF" to
the end of the first hi-term.
The current drop policy allows a
student to withdraw from a class with
a "W" through the 10th week and
with a "WP" or "WF" through the
14th week.
Debate on the measure in Academic
Council has pitted student representatives, who oppose a shorter drop
period, against some faculty representatives, who favor the cut in drop
time. The issue also has divided the
faculty.
A long drop period can be justified
because a student needs time to
determine whether the material in the
course is within
his
ability,
particularly when teachers do not give
tests during the early weeks of the
semester.
Grade inflation, however, has made

improving the drop policy a n~sity.
Giving students an easy opportunity
to withdraw late in the semester is
partially responsible for significant
increases in grade averages. Lengthy
drop periods allow students on the
verge of failing to drop courses and
attain a higher average than they

deserve.
Reducing the period when students
can withdraw may eliminate wholesale
dropping-a
practice
of some
students. The reduction to four weeks,
however, may be too drastic.
The drop policy should allow a
student enough time to determine if

he can handle the material covered in
a class. And it should allow a student
to drop if, because of an extended
illness or other problem, the student
falls behind in his c1asswork. The
period should not be so long as to
permit withdrawal by students who
fall behind because of lack of effort.
A conscientious student probably
will use the drop policy on only a few
occasions during his college career.
Recognizing this fact, the way to limit
abuse of the policy might be to restrict
the number of times a student may
drop courses rather than strictly limit
the period in which he may drop.
With such a limit placed on the
number of drops, students might
consider more carefully a decision to
drop a course. Such a policy could
reduce the wholesale dropping of
classes without restricting students
who might have legitimate reasons for
withdrawing beyond the early weeks
of school.
Academic Council members would
be wise to avoid rushing into a drastic
reduction of the drop period without
considering the alternatives.
Before revising the policy, every
effort should be made to consider the
total effect of the change. Otherwise,
the university may ' find itself
contemplating another revision of the
policy three years from now.

Letters to the editor - - - - - - - Courses are ' humiliation'
I received a letter from the history
department two weeks ago. It stated that
there will be a course of u.s. History Since
1865 designed for international st.udents
"who are hesitant abo ut competing with
regular American students."
The English department also offers
English IOJ F and English 102F for foreign
students. I really want an explanation
from the university authority about the
motive of such special designations
towa rd foreign students.
Being a student. from Hong Kong, I
have completed 12 years of schooling that
is equivalent to grade 12 of the U.S.
educational syst.em. Besides, I have taken
the ACT and "Test of English as a
Foreign Language" before being admittkd
by Western.
If one has completed successfully the
above mentioned tests, one should be
admitted by any American university or
college unconditionally. It also applies, I
suppose, that one should be treated as an
equal La any American student during his
college career.
In my OpiniOn, Western has no
obligation to accept foreign applicants

Editor ......... ......................... Neil Budde
Managing Editor ................ Betsy Leake
Advertising Manager..... Steve Werschulz
Asst. Adv. Manager _....... Dale Whitfield
News Editor ..................... Anne Adams

who do not meet the above requirements.
It follows, then, that t here is no need to
design "special courses" for them .
Furthermore, the degree awa rded a
foreign student is said to be equivalent to
that awarded an American st.udent. I
wonder if we are "advised" not to take
certain courses freel y with our American
counterparts.
In case a foreign studen t is hesitant
about competing with regular American
students, he should not leave his family
and friends behind and come to the United
States to study. II. is my wish that the
University reconsider and re-evaluate the
"special courses " to see whether they are
really a necessity a nd no t a ridicule and
humiliation.
Michael Tong. freshman

Seek indoor courts use
The facilities here at Western have been
greatly improved on the outside
basketball courts located behind PearceFord Tower, such as new surfacing, lights
and nets.
All of these efforts are greatly
appreciated; however, we feel that t.here
should be an opportunity for studen ts to

Sports Editor ................Oyde Huffman
Arts Editor .. .. ................. Judy Wildman
Chief COpycditor .......... Richard Halicks
Staff Assistant....................Tom Caudill
Cartoonist ... ........... .....Tom Pfanncrstill

Editorials reflect the opinion of th e editor and are the offiCial position of the

Her~ld.

play on inside courts as well, because of
cold weather, wind and small courts.
Who ever heard of playing basketball in
the rain.
We feel physical fitness is equally as
important as academic standards. We feel
that. students should be allowed certain
t imes to play indoors.
The times these courts are available
should be posted or sent to the dornlS. If
t.his can't be arranged. perhaps more
indoor courts should be added.
We always have the misfortune of being
told to leave. For example, we had started
a game when a high school team LOOk our
place on the floor.
The students at Western pay for these
but high school
teams
facilities,
apparently practice at privilege times. The
administrat.ion should stand behind the
students.
Clint Poteet, freshman
Steve Ambs, sophomore
Terry Atwell, sophomore

Criticizes council
It is about time several members of
Academic Council get off t heir pedestals
and attempt to regain touch with reality
as it eltists outside Western's ivory walls,
and try to remember enctiy why they are
here at Western.
These bad feelings are a direct res ult of
the council's irrational behavior. Important votes on policy that affect all
students
are
made
without
full
consideration because time gets late and
dinner is waiting at home.
Many faculty members feel forced to
vot.c against certain issues if they feel that
the students are challenging the faculty
·'macho.··
Discovered mistakes remain uncorTeCted by the council if the dignity of the

body is at stake. Changes in policy lack
consistency.
One year t.he council lowers the requiTed
number of 300 and 400 level courses
needed to graduate and alters the general
education requirement.s. The following
year the members yell t.hat too many
students graduate with honors and hope
that a ltering the withdrawal policy will
make the problem go away.
The question of whether policy changes
constitute an ilJegal change in contract
made between the university and the
student when the student entered school
st.ill remains unsolved.
Before things get worse, those teachers
who have avoided the demagogues of
Academic Council must come forth and
shed their apathy by attending a meeting,
instead of just complaining to students in
thei r classes.
Those members of the council who can
not understand why students don't take
education seriously should look in the
mirror at those who set the example and
teach the classes - then point the finger of
guilt.
Marc Levy, senior
Academic Council representative

Thanks bill supporters
I would like to thank all those on
campus who became involved with the
rape shield bill. It was passed by the
Kentucky General Assembly March 17.
This law will make a woman's past
experiences inadmissable in cou;·t when
she has been a victim of a sexual offense.
To those who wrote letters to legislators
and became awa re and interested in this
bill, perhaps we see that we can play some
part in the legislative process and see its
effect and reward.
Christy Vogt, junior
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In classics, Chinese
Aswciated Student Governmen t
Interfrate rnitv Cou nci l, and Panh el lenic Cou nc il
-present-

Interest decline causes
foreign languages cuts
By R ICHARD RIBAR
The foreign languages depar~
meot has dropped several courses
in the past two semesters as a
result of a department·wide
evaluation in which all the
department's
courses
were
reviewed.
Dr. Carol Brown, department
head. said t hat classes "consistently coming up with low
enrollments had to be justified,"
and t hat some courses listed in
the 1975-76 catalog didn't have
any teachers to hondle the
classes.
Classes drop ped include the
sequence for Latin majors.
although the minor in Latin will
be retained.
"Latin hlls been a traditional
major for decodes at Western,"
Brown said. I ts removal from t he
course list was necessitated by
the "decline in graduate and
undergraduate
interest
in
Kentucky" in Latin, he said.
"Many people used to take it
who were going into professions," Brown said. ·'Now. it's
not required, not encouraged at
all. "
Another reason for the drop
was that an adequate staff was
not available to teach Latin.
Brown said the department had
only one teacher to teach all
Latin classes.

Other classes dropped include
Chinese and Classical Greek. No
teacher who can teach these
sections has been in residence at
Western for t he past three years.
Brown said the move to drop
these classes from t he curriculum
was a "realistic one." He felt it.
would tighten up the department
and "better serve the needs of the
students."
The foreign languages department has enjoyed a recent
increase in enrollment. from a low
in 1973 of 600 students to 800
students in 1975.
··We have reason to be
optimistic," Brown said. "The
fOfl:~ign languages requirement
was completely eliminated from
general education, and we're just
now recovering."

Am erica's f o r e m ost
p olitical sat iris t
and impressionist

Garrett Ballroom
March 26 8:00 p.m.
$l.SO/Advance $2.00/At the doo r
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Western's own Iking' corresponds with royal Ipeers'
Room- 712 of Poland Hall
contains all the makings of a
strong military monarchy. One
roommate is t he brains, with his
concepts and blueprints. The
other is the brawn, with his
strategy and machinery.
Danny Warner, the king, and
William Cardwell, the general,
are playing games of a somewhat
odd nature, but perhaps the
strangest thing about t heir
hobbies is that they are separate.
Stories by PAT HOHMAN
In an obscure imaginary
kingdom, there lives a king.
He directs his "kingdom" from
a 11O'room Royal Palace guarded
by 305 cavalry and militia men.
King Daniel Bernard I, known
around Western's campus as
Danny Warner, a sophomore
from Henderson, rule!! t he
"kingdom. "
In more than 90 pages of notes
and drawings, Warner has
planned every detail of the
kingdom, except the name.
Thirty different unifonns for
all royal employes-from stewardesses in the royal airlines to the
royal cavalry-are included in
the drawings.
In the kingdom's constitution.
Warner specifies all the powers
granted to him as monarch, as
well as the order of succession to
the throne.
Warner's picture appears on
t.he 12 gradations of currency,
and the international exchange
rate of t he currency also is
s pecified.
The floor plans for the
kingdom 's tricameral parliament
building include a "Chamber of
Intellectuals and Clergy." The
rest of the capital city is built
around the parliament, according
to a map of the city.
He has drawn the royal
collection of crown jewels as well
as more than 100 military
patches and medals.
W amer has gotten around the

Danny Warner
problem of the multilingual
nature of his kingdom by
regulating the language used at
every place from the intercom of
the national airport to the 10
tn addition to the "kingdom,"
Warner's interest in royalty has
led him to correspond with
European and Asian royalty and
foreign heads of state, a pastime
he said he started four years ago.
After the death of Spanish
dictator Gen. Franci~ Franco
last November, Warner said he
sent a letter of "my condolences
at the death of Gen. Franco," to
Franco's widow.

Warner said he also sent a
letter of '"best wishes for a long
and glorious reign" to Juan
Carlos, Franco's successor.
" I also wrote Franco while he
was still in good health," Warner
said. He said he asked Franco to
send him the highest civilian
royal order, the Order of St.
Charles III, and a flag.
"They (the Spanish govern·
ment) sent a letter back. in
Spanish. That irritated me,"
Warner said. "They couldn't give
medals to anyone who hasn't
earned them."
Last year's written appeals to

Queen Elizabeth II were aImost
as fruitless.
" I asked for a uniform of the
Grenadier (Buckingham Palace)
guards, a Royal Navy ensign's
unifonn and a unifonn of a pilot
officer in the Royal Air Force,"
he said.
" I also inquired about getting
a Union Jack flag."
The British Minister of War
sent a letter, "which said her
majesty's officers had to buy
their own unifonns ... and they
couldn't affo rd to send me
anything," he said.
Warner has had more luck with
Middle Eastern heads of state.
" I've been writing to King
Hussein (of Jordan) for three or
four years.
"Usually I get a reply from
Margaret Kepenga, who is his
private secretary ... In my last
letter from Ms. Kepenga, she said
he (Hussein) would like to meet
me. H e'll be in the United States
this year ."
Warner bas also written to
Egypt. " I wrote to Sadat while
they (the Egyptians) were at war
and told him I hoped they would
do well. "
.
Four months later Warner
received a brass plate "a foot in
diameter" from Sadat.
" In the center (of the plate) it
has an Egyptian soldier running
with his rifle and it has a crashed
Israeli plane and a knocked-out
Israeli tank."
Warner, a government major,
said he hopes to be in the U.S.
Foreign Service.
Asked why he keeps writing
letters, he said, "Since I'll be in
the Foreign Service, it's good to
have contacts in other countries,
especially the top people. They'lJ
all help with my job."
Warner said he has spent $100
in postage since he began writing
letters and $350 in the past year
to buy medals and military
uniforms.
He said he has appropriated
another $350 to buy 29 antique
national flags from a company in
Liverpool, England.

"Usn'ally it takes a month to
three months to get a reply,"
Warner said.
Sometimes the leaders are
deposed before they get t heir
letters.
"I wrote King Faisal of Saudi
Arabia. but unfortunately he was
shot before his letter could be
answered."
Warner said that he has
received only one hostile reply to
a letter. A military aide to King
Gustav XVI of Sweden wrote
that ··because I asked for too
much they couldn't possibly send
me anything,"
Since then, Warner has
adopted his current policy of only
asking for gifts in half of his
letters.
·' 1 always request they ~the
leaders) return my
letters
personally, but so far only
secretaries have sent and signed
the letters."
Warner bas rec::eived no free
unifonns or medals but has
received tbe national flag of
Lichtenstein, Jordan and Latvia.
Warner does have a collection
of "35 or 40 medals" from
Britain, France, Viet.nam and the
United States. All of those
medals he bought except for
seven, which were sent from the
U.S. Department of the Navy, he
said.
His parents have voiced
neither protest nor praise at his
letter writing. Warner said his
father says, "I wonder what the
mailman thinks of all this."
Warner says his mother thinks
he is "running out of room fo r
everything. "
Warner said he had a friend
"out West who has a museum of
clothes of old generals" and
charges admission to see the
collection.
Warner, however, said he '
would rather not capitalize on his
collection. "When my collection
gets large enough, I'll donate it
to any of the museums around
here, probably the Evansville
Und.) museum (of Arts and
Sciences)," Warner said.

Army 'chief' wages war in the dorm
William Cardwell is actively
engaged in turning his donn
room into an anny motor pool
and garrison.
Model tanks, artillery pieces,
trucks and jeeps sit in small
boxes and on a shelf, waiting for
a "war game."
This anny's chief is William
Cardwell. a freshman from
Henderson, has built a fleet of
"about 500" military models.
"Most.of them (the models) are
at home," Cardwell said. "About
20 are in the (dorm) room. I'm
rebuilding some."
"I'm trying to make them look
like they've been wrecked up in
battle, adding a little detail to
them." Cardwell said.
He said adding "detail"
includes melting down tires to
make them look flat, painting on
rust spots, bullet holes, and
camouflage, melting side plates,
and adding extra gas tanks,
decals and pennants.
Because there isn't enough
space in the dorm room to playa

full-scale war game with toy
models, Cardwell keeps 14 board
games in his room, all embracing
the theme of war.
Cardwell, who is a government
major and an ROTC minor, said
he took a n interest in model army
artillery four years ago while
browsing through an Evansville.
I nd., hobby shop. Since then,
Cardwell said he has spent
"easily 5500 or more" on his
hobby.
Cardwell said he builds models
and plays war games "because I
enjoy it. I'm planning to go into
the Army and I learn things from
this. "
Cardwell said he keeps most of
his fleet at home in his garage.
where there is room for a
full·fledged battle among friends.
"There's me and two subordi·
nates a nd another commander
and two subordinates." Cardwell
said.
Preparation for the war games
involves careful planning, Cardwell said.
Each team has a map that the

opponent is not allowed to see.
On the map are different colored
pins that mark the locations of
the team's tanks and artillery.
The pin markings are based on
opening skirmishes of famous
historical battles, usually Ger·
man, American or British,
Cardwell said. "We learn lessons
from historical battles, then let it
~the battle) go free, and see if it
goes the same or completely
different." Cardwell said.
To start the war, each team
sends out a reconnaissance patrol
to search out the enemy by
moving pins on the map and
making corresponding moves on
the table-battlefield. "When we
make contact we take things off
the board ," Cardwell said.
A casualty sheet and a list of
the number of men lost is kept.
Cardwell said.
Asked if he thought setting up
battles and keeping lists ot" the
dead was unusual, Cardwell said,
"We realize that people are going
to be killed. We just thank God
,that we're playing on a board and

;

William Cardwell
not a real war."
He said a "map" battle usually
takes three months to complete
and can be played best during the
summer.
"Some battles are fast, like five
or six hours, and that will be the
end of it," Cardwell said. These
abbreviated battles are the type
that Cardwell plays on weekends
at. home.

"We don't have any airplanes.
We use (paper) markers representing a bomb target," Cardwell
said. "Each airplane carries so
many bombs and it's agreed on
(beforehand) whether there's any
casualties or not."
He said he and his friends have
written a rule book for the war
games, based on published
manuals and their own ideas.
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One-acts
Studio productions
to open tomorrow

in Theatre 100
By JUDY WILDMAN
Two one-act studio productions, "Moony's Kid Don't Cry"
and "Heat Lightning," will be
presented tomorrow and Thursday at 8: 15 p.m. in Theatre 100 of
Gordon Wilson Hall.
First on the bill will be
'"Moony's Kid Don 't Cry, "
TennessE'f.! Williams 's play about
loneliness and entrapment.
Brad Lindsay. a senior Uieatre
and mass communications major
from Connersville. Ind., chose to
d irect a Williams play for his
theater practicum course because
the dramatist is "trying to show
the real side of life ... (the play is)
typical of Tennessee Williams
- chock-full of emotion."
The plot is about. the unha ppy
marriage of Moony
(John
(Vissman), a lumberjack who
must work in a factory to support
his wife Jane (Peg Miller) and the
unplanned child born of their
initial infatuation.
Trapped by his family responsibilities and poverty, Moony can
only daydream about t he days
when he worked in the open
spaces of Canada, Lindsay said,
comparing"hirn to a "wild animal
in a cage
The character of Jane is "just
as trapped into this marriage as
he is," according to Lindsay. He
characterized Jane as being tired

-Photos by M.,k Fish

Rehearsing for "Moony's Kid Don't Cry," John Vissman (Moony), above, contemplates the hands that earn his miserable existence with his unhappy wife, played by
Peg Miller. In a scene from "Heat Lightning," right, rain-drenched Mary Jane Stephens
lights her cigarette while trying to decide which of the two men, played by John B.
Nunn II and Kevin Guinn, is a murderer.
all the time, both from caring for
t he one-month-old baby and from
hearing about Moony's dreams of
escapism. She uses Moony's love
fo r their child to keep him tied to
their loveless marriage.
Lindsay has set the 1941 play
in modem times and uses a
simple set to indicate the couple's
poverty-ridden existence in an
industrial district.
Assisting Lindsay on the
production are Pam Etterman,
costumes; Dave Greer, set and
lights; and John Kelly. stage and
properties.
Following intermission, the
drama will begin again with

"Heat Lightning," a suspense
story by Robert F. Carroll.
Director Bob Trobaugh, a
senior
theatre major from
Bowling Green, describes his
play choice as "entertainment ... a
fairly simple story with enough
twists to make it interesting."
"Heat Lightning" takes place
in a bus station, where a
frightened girl has run in for

refuge from a storm and from a
murderer whom she witnessed
trying to hide his victim.
The sole passenger in the
station offers the girl protection
after hearing her story, but his '
persistent questions arouse her
suspicions.
In a flash of lightning. she sees
a man's face outside the station.
This menacing character enters

the station and the girl is faced
with the terrifying decision of
which m an to trust.
Mary Jane Stephens portrays
the "innocent ingenue... (who

TED MACK
Amateur Contest
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INTER HALL COUNCIL

-presents-

The Kinsmen
One of Kentucky's foremost Gospel groups

Garrett Conference Center Ballroom
Monday, March 29

8 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION

Where:
Van Meter
AmI.

When :
Register Now

at
Associated Student
Government
Office
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Theater buffs

ROCK

are planning
Western students may have an
opportunity this summer to do a
comparative study of European
theater in' London. Berlin,
Warsaw. Vienna and Munich.
Although the plan has not been
given official university approval, the tour has been
proposed by the speech and
t heatre department for May 30
through June 26, according to
Dr.
Loren
Ruff,
assistant
professor in the department.
The tour will include a week in
London, excursions to Stratford·
on-Avon.
Birmingham
and
Chichester, a week in Poland, a
few nights in Berlin and one
night each in Vienna and Munich.
The package provides theater.
opera and repertory theater
tickets, lectures, guided sightseeing tours and tou rs of theaters
and actor training schools.
The projected total cost of
51 ,082, which is based on rates
for a group of 25, also covers a
round-trip charter flight from
New York to London, intra·
European travel, breakfasts and
acco'mmodations in tourist-class
hotels.
An alternative four-week tour
is available for $996. Omissions
from the basic tour will be several
theater and opera tickets and the
elimination of a few smaller
tours.
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'Tear after ~ear. semester
I after semester. the
CollegcMaster from
Fidelity Union Life has
been the most accepted.
most popular plan on
campuses all O\'er America.
Find out whv.
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Almost 150 different
designs at very good
prices, Send 25c for
complete illustrated
catalog.

-Continued to Page 11 -
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The other
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European trip

happens to bel in the wrong place
at the wrong time." The two men
are played by Kevin Guinn and
John B. Nunn II , respectively.
Trobaugh has used a contemporary setting for t he Carroll
play. The b us station set is
totally in black in order to
heighten the suspense effect and
to dramatize t he lightning of the
storm.
Pag Miller is assisting director
fo r the produ~tion. Also aiding
Trobaugh will be Pam Ettennan ,
costumes; 'Dave Greer, technical
director; John Nunn, sound
engineer; and Robert Stuart,
sound technician.
There is no admission charge
to the plays.

S

America: The Datsun
Student Travel Guide.
IT'S FREE TOOl
Pick up your copy from

C.n.f8 X.;,J.t. Bookstore

COSM IC RAINBOW
216 W. JACKSON BLVD.
SUITE 612, DESK C-la
CHICAGO,ILUNOIS 60606

. . rV,..hN .

Copies available at DUC al'ld in the dorms Tues. and Wed. Mar. 23 and 24
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REASONS
Why there's more to
like at Burger Chef

CLIP THESE COUPONS AND SAVE BIG MONEY!
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N Y company to p erform

Coin Op Laundry and Dry Cleaners

Double playbill set for weekend
By TERESA MEARS
The Acting Company of New
York City will present two plays
t his weekend in Van Meter
Auditorium.
The Acting Company 'for'
merly the City Center Acting
Company) will present William
Saroyan's "Time of Your Life" at
2 p.m. Saturday and William
Congreve's "Way of the World"
. at 2 p.m. Sunday. The company's
appearances will be sponsored by
Western's Fine Arts Festival.
"Time of Your Life" is a
capsule view of the human
condition as Saroyan saw it in
10" ...... ;Mn '..he play was written
1.93
-"
. _ . ....>It .pr od uc ......
One character in Nick 's Pacific
Street Saloon in San Francisco
speaks for humanity when he
says: "Out of 24 hours (in a day)
at least 23 and a hall are ...
dull,dead, boring, emp ty and
murderous . Minutes on t he clock,
not time of living."
A prostitute, a man who loves
her, a starving pianist, a comic
who can't make anyone laugh
-all these and more wander in
and out of the saloon searching
for something the drudgery of life
cannot supply- serenity, fellow·
ship, pleasing idleness, perhaps
even a glimpse of truth.
Congreve's "Way of the
World" is a witty comedy of
manners. not.ed for its keen
portrait of the age of cynicism and
hypocrisy
in
Restoration

/PJ THE

vAI IIO'

E ngland .
The plot concerns the lovers
Mirabelle and Millament, who
distrust
the i.nstitution · of
marriage as well as nearly
everything else in the. world.
They make an old woman the
butt of their scheme for love and
money.
The Acting Company was
founded by its producer-director,
John Houseman. whose credits
include an Academy A ward for
his portrayal of a law professor in

"The Paper Chase."
The touring company, which
performed at Western two years
ago, is an outgrowth of the
Drama Division of the Juilliard
School in New York and is
affiliat.ed with the Saratoga
Performing Arts CenLer.
Tickets for both shows are $5,
54 and 83 for reserved seats and
S2 for general ad mission. Tickets
may be purchased at the door or
in the Potter College dean 's
office.

What's happening
Ri/k competitiQn

lecture and demonstration by Cot. H.B.
Bailey on the making of dulcimers
Thursday at 7 p.m, in the Downing
University Center, room 226.

The Industrial Education and
Technology Qub i5 having a rifle
oompetition at the university rifle
range between the Society of
Me(;hanical Engineers, faculty and the
Industrial Education and 'Technology

SDXmeeting
The Society of Professional J ourna.
lists, Sigma. Delta Chi, will meet
Wednesday at 8 p.rn. in Downing
University Center. room l23.

~lub.

Competitors will meet at 5 p.OL
Wednesday in the lobby of Downing
University Center.
AIJS.AAFmeetmg

The International's Club will meet
Wednesday at 8:15 p.OL in Downing
University Center, room 341.

ADS·AAF, professional advertising
society, will meet Thursday night at
6:3) in Downing University Center,
room 341.

5 Mighty Boy W~ers for big
loads and thro .... rugs. Attendent always on duty, Oper·
atlng until 10:30 p.m.

ReevesSuperVVash
12th '" Clay Street

Opposite Minit Mart

DENIM
Jeans-Jackets
Matched Denim Sets
Leisure Suits

From $25.95

H &HSales
Russellville Rd. at Emmett Dr.
OPEN 10:00 to 5 :30 Oaily
CLOSED Sunday

SCEDmeeling
Student Council for Exceptional
Children will meet tonight at 6:30 in
College of Education Building, room

The Industrial Education and
Technology Club is sponsoring a

.00.

~the. dusty trail.

Game Room
Pinba ll - Foosball
TV Games
Bum per Pool- Ai r Hockey

Save over ~ on dry cleaning
4S GE WOlShers .... ith niter flow

(But read America first.)
America:

The Datsun Student Travel Guide

FflEE FROM

Yearning to fly? Come to
Bridges Aircraft and try an
Introductory lesson today.

c.n... X.;,~t. Doobtore :rvr ._
Copies uvailable at

oue und

in the dorms Tues. and Wed.

HE JEAN DEALER
L'iberty
Wrangler

Sedgefield
The Guys

leisure Shirts by Monticello and Levi

*Earning your pilot's license ... and being able to
fly once you have your rating - you'11 get the
help you need at Bridges Aircraft.
*We have professional flight instructors to teach
you to fly.
*On our flight line are the low-wing Cherokees
pilots the world over prefer to learn in ...and fly.

BRIDGES AIRCRAFT SALES & SERVICE INC.
Bowling Green - Warren Co. Airport
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42101 011.84]-3929 _
RH. 843·3619
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Sketchbook...
By JUDY W ILDMAN
and TERESA MEARS

Lectures with historical emphasis constitute the greater part
of the cultural calendar fo r the
next few weeks. Other attractions
include an interpretation of
famous law.v er Clarence Darrow
and a senior music recital.
As guest speaker in the third
annual Folklore Lecture Series.
Dr. Ellen Stekert of the
Universit.y of Minnesota has
chosen the topic, .. Appalachian
Folk'Law' and Folklore. " She will
present her program at 7:30
tonight in room 103, Garrett
Conference Center.
Also at 7:30 p.m., Dr. Clyde
Ray
Franklin,
a
Western
alumnus, will lecture on the
signers of the Declaration of
Independence. Franklin's presen·
tation in the main gallery of the

Ke ntucky Building is part of
\"estern's
"Reflections:
A
Seventy-six Series."
The speaker, a di rect descendant of Benjamin Franklin, will
include informational and color{ul anecdotes about the men who
signed the document.
As a noted expert on antiques.
Franklin will present three other
lectures on American furniture .
The first, on Thursday, is entitled
.. J aeobean Style: Early Colonial
Furniture,"

Parliamentary debate
Western
students
John
Butchko and Jeff Cashdollar will
debate
students
from
the
University of Illinois at 7 tonight
in room 235, Grise Hall.
The parliamentary debate on
the topic, ,. Resolved : That the
people of the United St,ates are

Lectures tonight focus on history, folklore
not genuinely interested in
curbing violence," is open to the
public. T he audience will have the
opportunity to quest.ion debaters,
make speeches with a three·
minute limit and vote to decide
which team wins.
Darrow portrayal
The famous crusading lawyer
Clarence Darrow will be the
subject of John ChappeU's
dramatic portrayal Thursday
night at 8 in Van Meter
Auditorium.
In his program, "Clarence
Darrow.
Defender
of
the
Damned, " Chappell recalls t he
attorney's fights against injus'
tice, privilege, the death penalty
and mob power.
Darrow probably is best
remembered for his part in the
"Scopes Monkey Trial, " which

the teaching
of
concerned
euolution in Tennessee schools in
1925.
Chappell's interpretation is a
part of the University Center
Board Entertainment Series.
Tickets are S1.50 at the door and
$1
in advance
from
the
information desk of the univer·
sity center.
Senior recital
Frances Miranda, a flutist
from Ashland, will present a
senior recital at 8 p.m. Friday in
the Recital Hall of the fine arls
center.
Miranda's selections include
Bach's "Sonata No.2 for Flute
and Piano." Debussy's "Syrinx,"
Hindemith·s "Eight Pieces" and
Griffes's "Poem."
Mrs. Anna Hale will be piano
accompanist for the Bach and

Griffes pieces.
The performance is free and
open to the public.

Tours planned
-Continued fro m Page 9Another option is an additiona!"
two weeks for S298. The six·week
tour program provides fo r
sdditional nights and attractions
in Vienna and Munich, as well as
visits to Paris and Strasbourg,
France and Am sterdam.
'l'he EUropean theater tour is
not restricted to theatre majors
at t he university, according to
Ruff.
I nterested students should
contact him in the speech and
theatre deparLment fo r further
details. Participants can earn
three credit hours for the tour.

ClillOU
Something
To Do
In Bawling Green

WANTED: Goodhome fo r a·month
old !Mmoyed puppy. Call 748-2011FOR SALE: udy '. gold waten. $40.
Dest 01181". 748-4530.

0'

FOR SALE: 1968850 Flat Coupe.
Engine In eKcellent co n dltfon. MUll
sell. CIt! 781·8272 alter 4 p. m.

EARN $250: PosslDie from 51uf·
ling envelop"". Work It nome,
own hours. Many companies need
your ..... vlce. Fo, mOte information
rusn 42.00 Ind salf·adae.... d,
stamped envelope to: Johnson·WK3
258 Atwood St., Pitt.pu rg, PI.
15213
FOR SALE: 1971 Capr i, 1600 cc,
e xce ll e ni condition. 7S1..()162 .
BANOS N EED ED: for th e ORIGI·
NAL DANCE MARATHON spon·
SOred Dy tile Interfraternity CounCil ,
PanheUenlc CounCil, .and Western.
For InformatIon call 7S1-7077.
FOR SALE: Toyota Corolla. One
owner, ... ew tl''", over 30 M.P.G. ,
AM/FM radi o , new lu ... e up, $200
l>elow book. Call 745-3253 Or
781"()641.
FOR SALE, Wltson T·2000 tennis
rackel. Pho .... 842·2542 I:II!twee ...
9:00 I.m. a ... d4:00 p.m.
SALESMEN, mIte a ... d female,
r>eedod to Hit V.lvollne automotive

~~~~~~!s al;e!~. ~a,;~~I~~a? ~~:~st.

ment neceuary. Conuct 0,1111
Smith, A sh land Oil, Glasgow, KY.
651·3750.
FOR SAI..E, Thr.,., bedroom Drlck
homll on Ilrll' lot with 60 pines.
Less thin 10 minute. drive from
CIImpus. L..arlle family room, l'h
~ths and douDie 9i1rage. F'o"lced
mid 30's Phone 7S1-2982.
Counltlllng - Personal, 9rowth,
educltlonal, vocational, SOCIII,
... lf~lIlrmltlve and mot iv a tional
9roups, pre·marlta l, mar it al,
Conlldentla l. 408 College of
Education. 745·3158 .
EXPER IENCED typl.t famillillr
wit h COllege levll! wo rk wi ll
type YOur papers, minimum of
5 pa<;Ie •. For ladi lionalinfor.
matlon, Call 781·7608.
Faculty couple del;lres baDysltter to
come to tnelr home (5 minutes
from cillmpus On Morgantown Rd.)
to care fo r 10 month old. 7:45 a.m.
to 12:45 Mondily thru F riday Or
MWF or TTnF. Phone 843-1245
aite-r1 ,00.

I1I

I 1I I1I1I

2 Krystals, a bowl of chili and a 16-oz. soft drink.

AVeryHeartyMeaJ furAVerySpecialPrice.
Offer good at the following Krystal Rest:lurants:

1551 Laurel Avenue
•
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Mini
Gallery

Attention Artists and Collectors
The CoUege Heights Bookstore now has a new Mini Gallery_ Loc~ted in the rear o( the store, the gallery is open to
all students, faculty and staff who would like to sell their art
work_ There will be a 10% consignment fee on all sales.
Presently, we are exhihiting the work of J,U Haker. Jill is
an artiit from Bowling Green and hu had many exhibits
including ',met; in New York and Florence, Italy.
If you have art you'd like to sell or if you're looking for
• something to spruce up yow home, stop in and see us at...

Coller Xei,~t, Bookstore
...
•
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Baseballers to host
Commodores today
I.

•

By CLYDE HUFFMAN

Baseball, like most other
sports, is a game of inches, ifs
and being in the right place at the
p roper time.
And Western's game with the
home-standing Commodores of
Vanderbilt University was no
exception. The Commodores
squeezed past the Toppers 8-7 in
10 innings Saturday.
The Toppers will have a chance
for
immediate revenge
as
Vanderbilt invades today at 1
p.m. at Nick Denes Field for
Western's first home contest this
season. Western hits the road
Wednesday to play the University of Louisville.
Vanderbilt,
the
defending
Southeastern
Conference
champion, trailed Western 7-5
going into the bottom of the 10th.
But a Commodore raUy - thanks
to those inches, ifs and improper
placement on the Tops' partresulted in Western's sixth loss
in seven games.
"You 'd have had to seen it to
believe it," said Western coach
Jim Pickens of the Vanderbilt
victory surge.
With no one out,
the
unbelieveable action went like
this in the last of the 10th,
according to Pickens.
"The first two batters were
right· handed. They both bailed
out on curves and hit bleeders
between first and second for
singles. The ball had eyes," he
exclaimed.

"Then the next guy got a bunt
single that was just out of the
reach of my pitcher and third
baseman and the bases were
loaded, " he continued. "The next
batter hit a humped-back liner
that fell between my left fielder
and center fi elder for a double
and two runs scored. "
The game-winning hit came on
a weird bouncer down the third
base line.
"The ball was foul a mile," said
Pickens. "And (James] Atkinson
(t.he third baseman) reached for
the ball a couple of feet in front
on t he bag. The ball kicked back
fair (Atkinson missing the "eyed
objcct"] and the ump said it
nicked the corner of the bag. To
say the least, the ump and I
discussed that one."
Western had made a rally of its
own with the Commodores
sitting on a comfortable 5- 1 lead
going into the ninth inning.
Doubles by Harold Craft and
Gary Larimore and a sina-Ie by
Atkinson were key blows in
knotting the contest at 5·5.
The Tops continued their
offensive show in the top half of
the 10th as center fielder Steve
Keck unloaded a two·run homer
to put Pickens' squad on top for
the first time. And that set the
stage for Vandy's 10th inning
burst.
And though Western dropped
yet. another contest, t he closeness
of recent games hasn't dampened
Pickens' hopes ' for this season.
"Our last four losses have been

-oon Brut.

Svante Malmsten, a junior from Sweden , returns a sh o t
fo r West ern. T ed H o rnback 's Netters ope n their h o me
schedule t oday again st Y oun gstown State Un iversity.

Western's Terry Tedder, a sophomore from Knifley , Ky ., sneaks back to first base dwing a game with Louisville last season. The Toppers entertain Vanderbilt today and visit
the Cardinals tomorrow.
.
by a total of five runs," he said.
"We're playing as well as we
possible can. We're the best 1-6
team in this part of the country. I
guarantee that.
"It's a matter of a bounce, and
fo r now the ball is bouncing
against us," Pickens said. "We're
figuring that they will even up
somewhere down the road and we
can post a 'W ' instead of ·L'. We

feel t.bat we can play with
anybody, but if we were getting
beat 18-6 or something like that it
would be a different story."
Pickens said his club does have
a deficiency, however. "It's our
base-on·balls, We have out·hit
our opponents, but the base on
balls is our bug-a-boo," he said.
Western 's starting pitcher

Terry Hackett had the bug-a-boo
finding the plate as he walked
seven Commodores in nine
innings. Hackett permitted only
four hits prior to the disastrous
10th frame, hut was tagged with
the loss.
Craft had a two-for·four
afternoon, scored three runs and
raised his club-leading average to
.378.

Netters to face Youngstown
By ROGER STINNETT
The men's tennis team, after
ending its "professional season"
last weekend with a solid victory
over the Nashville Tennis Club,
moves into the bulk of its
"collegial(> season" today as it.
hosts Youngtown at 2 p.m.
Coach Ted Hornback admitteo
that he didn 't know very much
about Youngstown.
';They're
t.rying
to
get
started," he said, but added
quickly, " I hope I don't have to
eat those words. I remember
when we scheduled this school
called DePauw a few years ago.
Wedidn'tknow much about them
when they came in. and we had to
scrap to squeak out with a win."
Hornback said Youngstown
notified him that it would be
taking a road trip through the
area and wanted to schedule
Western. He said the Ohio
university would also meet two
other OVC teams, Eastern and
Murray.
Western handled the tennis
pros from
Nashville fairly
handily as the Toppers won 7-2.
The Tops dropped only the No.
5 and 6 singles matches on their
way to their fifth win in seven
outings.
Bulent. Altinkaya was the
workhorse for Western as he
played six sets, including two
tie·breakers 1.0 win twice.
Altinkaya, playing in the No.1
singles spot., beat. Carl Robinson
6·3. 2-6, 6-4 and then teamed with
Hasan Ozdemir to bea t Robinson
and Clay Whitelow 6·4,6·7. 7·6 in
t he No. 1 doubles.
Stig Ljunggren lost t he fi rst

set of his No. 2 singles to
Whitelaw 6-3, but. came back
with 6-2 and 6-4 victories to win
the match. No. 3 Svante
Malmsten beat Terry Boyce 6-1 ,
6-4, and No. 4 Ozdemir swept
past Deltert 6-1, 6-2.
Ljunggren and Malmsten came
t.hrough with a solid 6-1. 6-2 win
over Boyce and Norman Kalkkoff
in the No, 2 doubles ,
No.5 Gonzalo Lama Deik fell
6·4, 7-5 to Efob Cunningham and
No.6 Barret Lessenbcrry lost 6·2,
6-7. 6·4 to Kalkkoff. Lama Deik

and Lessenberry beat Cunning.
ham and Deftert 6-1, 3-6, 7-5 in
the .No. 3 doubles,
"The two new boys (Lama
Deik and Lessenberry) are
improving," said
Hornback.
"They will play better later on ,
but they're finding
tough
competition. They 're freshmen
playing pros. One lost in three
sets in a good match, The other
boy lost to a pro 6-4, 7-5. They
realize they're against tough
competition. After awhile they'll
start
winning
more, "

Diver to vie in NCAA
Western dive r Rick Kral, a
sophomore from' Farmington
Hills, Mich., will be competing in
the national one-meter diving
competition at Brown University
in Providence, R.I., starting
tomorrow and ending March
27.
The national qualifying standard for the one-meter competi·
tion is 435 points for 11 dives
during a meet. Kral bested that
mark twice this season. He
scored 486 on one occasion and
440 on another. His total of 486
broke the school and pool record
at Western,
According to swimming coach
Bill Powell , who will accompany
Kral on the trip, there will be 100
divers in t he one-meter competi.
tion. Each will dive t hree times
then the fi eld will be cut to 32.
T hey will perform t wo more
dives. then the field will be pared

to 16. Three dives later the final
12 contestants' will be chosen.
Those 12 will perform three
dives during the final compe·
tition.
According to Powell, Kral has
an outside chance at finishing
high,
"Of course, you have to
remember he's a sophomore and
it's his first trip to the NCAA,"
said Powell. ;'This trip may be
chalked up for experience for
him.
"Diving is not like swimming.
however," observed Powell. "If
Rick has a good day. he could be
right up in lhere. The main thing
is for him to hold his composure."
Kral is t.he second person to
compete for Western in nat ional
com petitio n. Rick Yelou shan
participated in the nationals as a
junior a nd senior.
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Huff 'n puff:
By CLYDE HUFFMAN
Let's pose a question which
might help clarify the dilemma
that members of Western's golf
team face daily.
How good of a team would
Western field in football and
basketball if those teams had to
lravel50 miles a day to practice?
No one knows the exact
answer. But the chances that the
football team would have finished
second nationally and win the
OVC and that the basketbail
squad would have captured the
OVC, the OVC tournament and
earn a berth in the NCAA would
have been diminished if there
weren't facilities available on the
Western campus.
For Western's golf team there
is only one place to practice. And
that course is located at Park
Mammoth Resort, near Park
City, and about 25 miles north of
Bowling Green on U.S. 31-W.
There are two reasons why
the Toppers travel to PM R

'A course, a course, our kingdom for a course' - g olfers

instead of hacking away at one of
four courses in Bowling Grecn.
-PMR permits Western to
practice and play its matches free
of charge.
- PMR is an IS-hole course.
Locally. Indian Hills Country
Club and Bowling Green Country
Club are the only other courses
that can claim that distinction.
But there are also two reasons
why the team would like to
switch its practices to a local
course.
First, there is the distance
factor. Second, there is the fact
that Bowling Grecn offers two of
the top courses in the state in
Indian Hills and BGCC.
And, to a golfer, a course to
practice on daily is of the utmost
importance. Golf is different from
most other sports. I t is a game of
athlete against course. instead of
athlete against athlete.
Park Mammoth doesn't offer a
stiff challenge to golfers of the
caliber t hat Western posses8C8.
That was evident as Western

made a weak showing in its first
tournament this season. The
tourney was played on one of the
nation's finest, Pinehurst, in
North Carolina.
But Frank Griffin, Western's
golf coach of 31 years, is grateful
to be able to practice at Park
Mammoth. "What would we do if
we didn't have that?" he asked.
Bowling Green has
two
municipal courses which are
public and the two private
country clubs.
"The problem
with
the
municipal courses is that they
charge a greens fee every time we
practice there," said Western
Athletic Director John Oldham,
"and we can't afford that."
Indian Hills and BGCC are
private clubs. Membership runs
at least S 1,000 and 'more
annually. And the members all
ride carts. So a squad of
Westerners would surely slow the
pace.
Western made an official

appeal to Bowling Green Country
Club recently. The board of
di rectors voted that Western
could practice there three days a
week. The vote was six to three.
In a letter from Griffin to John
David Cole, chairman of the
BGCC board and member of
Western's Board of Regents,
Western declined the invitation.
"The fact that our request did
not meet with the full support of
the board indicates that it may be
best for all concerned if we
decline the invitation at this
time," Griffin wrote.
Cole said the three negative
votes came from members who
feared that Western's presence
would slow play for club
members.
So the only answer to
Western's problem seems to be a
university course. One which has
been discussed, but not pushed
heavily by the university.
Constructing a course is
expensive, to say the least. One

green
costs
approximately
$10,000 and when maintenance
and other expenses are included,
it's obvious that a six digit
number looms.
"Every team in our conference
has either its own golf course or
plays at a local country club,"
Griffin said. "It's not fair to
Western to be in a situation like
this. Our hands are tied behind
our backs.
"I t hurts our recruiting not to
have an adequate course. We won
,when we had a decent and
convenient place to play. It just
doesn't prepare us," said Griffin.
The last time Western played
at one of the local country clubs
was 1970. Since then Western has
hltd mediocre teams. The last
time that Western claimed the
ave was 1969.
The possibility of a championship team in the future is clouded
because of the present practice
site. The atmosphere could
change, but not until a storm
blows in to clear the air.
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S ummerJob
The Courier-Journal will interview for summer Sales Crew
employment; Tuesday, March 30, 8:30 a.m. un t il 4:00 p.m.
Salary' $100 per week, meals, lodging, and transpo rtation expcnscs paid. - No commission sales- Travel throughout
Kentucky and Southern Indiana. Contact W.K.U. Placement
Office for appointment.
»Iti<~~)IIK~ ~)i·i!m
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Typewriter Rental

Reasonable Rates:
By t he week _ .. . _$8
By the month . . .$20
NO DEPOSIT REQU I RE D
Smilh-Corona Electric Portable

c.n.... JCei,J.t. Bookstore
... ,ovr

.1",.,
The

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION

'0

Program as taught by

One of those days? Stop at McDonald's.
Maharishi Mahesh Vagi

lechnique provides:

• MO RE ENERGY
• LESS TENSION
• CLEARER THINKING
M CDonald'S

Introductory lec!u~e of the TM program
Wed. March 247:30 p,m.
Garrett Conference Center Rm 101
For more infOlm8tion call 843-1330

•

1423 Laurel
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Sports ahhrevia ted: Softball co-ntinaes; netter inked;

...

By JIM GROVE
Men's independent softball got
into full swing last week as 16
' teams saw action Thursday and

Friday.

Forfeits

again

were

common as three teams failed to
show.
In games which were played,
College I nn topped Pavlov's

Dogs IH), the Off Probation
Players outlasted Millers 13·2,
the Wild Hares beat Campbell's
Team 11-10, the Gargoyles
stopped the Rejects 27·3 and the
Derelicts rolled over Rockbridge
19-2.

The Kentucky Street Keggers,
SOB's and Monroe County won
by forfeit.
Today's action will have the
Brewers against the voe
VuJcans, the Chocolate Drop
Sluggers matching We'll Fight
Ya, t he E.T. Club pitted against
the Reefers and the Strikeouts
against the Dutch Boy Bar.
Tomorrow will ha\'e Lhe
Rejocts against the BarnesCampbell Mean Machine, the
Derelicts against Campbell's
team, and Trojans against the
Islanders.
Coed Inner-Tube Water Polo,
the first coed intramural sport. at
Western, began last night with a
full schedule of games slated.
Schedules are available in the
intramural office.
Chi Omega and Dutch Girls
took first place in the women's
swim meet, with the Dutch Girls
winning the campus crown in the
event. Alpha Delta Pi finished
second while Kappa Delta and
Alpha Xi Delta tied for third in
the sorority competition. Alpha
Kappa Psi Lil Sis' beat out East
Hall for second in t.he event.
In men's horseshoe doubles,
Jim Sidwell and Jeff Teague of
Sigma Chi took first in the
fraternity division. Ron Newby
and Bill J ones of Lambda Chi
Alpha took second. while Ken
Harrison and Keith Pawley of
Kappa Sigma took third.
There will be a Women 's
Recreation Association meeting
Monday, March 29, at 7 :30 p.m.
in Diddle Arena, room 156,
Rosters for tennis singles , track
and field competition, golf and
table tennis singles will be due at
that time.

Cathy Ferry, a J unio r Wightman Cup tennis player from
Canton, Ohio, signed a national
letter of intent with Western last
week as coach Betty Langley
opened her recruiting season.
Ferry played in t he national
indoor championship s for girls 18
and under las t December in
Boston, a tourney including the
to p 16 players in the country, She
fell second round to the eventual
winner.
"With tournament experience
like that. she's heads and
shoulders above most of the girls
in this area," Miss Langley said.
Ferry
won
the
Greater
Cleveland Singles and Lake Erie
Junior Doubles tournaments in
1975. and has considerable
sectiona l and national tourney
experience.
A Central Catholic High
School senior, Ferry has played
No.1 on the boys' tennis team for
the last three years.

ever, that the meet would be "low
gear."
"The entries have been spaced
to make it parallel," Kolker said,
dispelling any ideas of a stacked
meet.
All races will be run in meters
"to give them a little idea, since
this is an Olympic year, of metric
races."
Kolker said that the meet
would be open to the public.
The team's first regular season
meet will be Saturday when the
Hilltoppers
host
Southeast
Missouri. Kolker said that meet
will include all·metric races, too.

•••
WKU·All-Sports will be televised by WBKO-TV, channel 13,
March 27 at approximately 8:30

TV show slated

p .m ., imm ediately following the
Kentucky High School state
basket.ball championships.
This p rogram is the 10th in the
series and will feature Western
baseball coach J im Pickens:
track coach J erry Bean; tennis
coach Ted Hornback; women's
athletic coordinator Dr. Shirley
Laney; gymnastic coach Ray
Rose and football coach J im Feix .
The coaches will discuss their
team's spring play.
Tom Dunn is t he host and Fred
McCoy is the producer-director of
the series. In addition to WBKO,
the following stations also will
receive the tape for airing at
various times: WTVW, Evansville; WLKY, WA YE, Louisville;
WTVF,WNGE, Nashville; Hen·
derson and Owensboro cable.

•••
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We have them lor an amazirY,j
number of foreign cars. Like
Volkswagen, Fiat . M.G..
TriumJjl. Aooi. 8.M.W., Jaguar.
Mercedes, Volvo. Renault,
Sirrca. Peugeot Austin Healey.
PorSChe. Spillire. Sprite. CapJi.
oalSlfl. Toyota. Opel. 5MB.
Aoo if yoo CIon1 see yoor car
' named here. call us anyway.
We also sell instruction man'
uals aoo sports car accesSOfies.
like ~ shift knobs. IUOIIaoe
ra(;l(s and driVing lights.

3 1 W ByPass
643·1168

Every Wednesday night is 50c
NIGHT_That's when the cover
charge and all your favorite
beverages are only 50 cents.
Every Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday enjoy the
sounds of THE MERCY
BLUES. Come to the Backstage for the f inest of food and
entertainment.
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CAR

The Backstage

The track team will be out to
make up for a missed meet and to
fam iliarize
themselves
with
metric races as it competes in an
intrasQuad meet Wednesday
afternoon at 3:45 on the Smith
Stadium track.
"We d idn't have a meet this
past weekend," said assistant
coach Lloyd Kolker, "so we
wanted to get them into some
competition." He added, how-

~

FOREIGN

Every Wednesday night is 50c NIGHT.

For The Best
live Music
in Town

102 3rd Ave., North
Nashville, Tenn_
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WALK ON
(But read America first)

...

If you're a student who likes to get away from it all,
first get your copy of A merica. It's the Datsun Student
Travel Guide that helps you climb over hill and dale
without a hassle. Because A merica does all the legwork
for you!
Just look inside. You'll f ind wilderness trails, unusual
festivals, train trips and travel t ips. A nd thafs only the
beginni ng. You can choose what you want to see-go
where you wan t to go-with a flip of the page.
Don't miss your free copy of Amer:ica .
It's the:give-.away you need- to get away from it al l.

FREE FROM

Texas Insttuments
progrorrmobie
side-rule coIc"btor

College Heights Bookstore

D.U.C.

c.n.... Xei,J.t. Bookstore
... yovr ,Itlre
Copies available afDUC and in the dorms Tues. and Wed . Mar. 23 and 24
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Claudia
Sanders
Dinner House

-.;

-

Our fine luncheon menu served from
11 to 3 Monday Thru Saturday includes:
Bean soup special
$1.40
Barbecue chicken sandwich
$1.40
Claudia Sanders luncheon special $2.50

-

Our extensive dinner menu includes:
U.S. prime steak, special cut
African lobster tails
Country ham and chicken
Claudia Sanders fried chicken
and your choice of eight vegetables prepared
the old fashioned way and served country style.

Open 11 to 9, except Friday
and Saturday, 9:30.

-

237 Louisville Road
31-WN orth
781- 7800

Private d inillg ro om s available

"' /

-

)

./

"Real Country Cooking"

- ,
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